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Math Scavenger Hunt

G) How many pairs of shoes do you have in your closet? 	{1 pair= 2 shoes) Answer:  	_

(D Find 10 different quadrilaterals {shape with 4 sides) in your house and list them below.



1.
 	
6.
 	
2.
 	
7.
 	
3.
 	
8.
 	
4.
 	
9.
 	
5.
 	
10.
 	


G) If you ate lunch at 12:30 and you ate breakfast  4 hours earlier, what time did you eat breakfast?




Answer:  	_



(D Count  how many stuffed animals you have in your room.Multiply that number  by 6.



Answer:  	_


® Find 4 different arrays in your house. {Pictures on wall, small windows inside bigger windows, tiles).List the arrays below.



1.	 	

2.	 	
 3.	 	

4.	 	
CD  Count your stairs then multiply that  number by 5. What number did you get?






Answer:  	_



(J) If you baked 24 cookies  and you and your 3 family members each got  an equal amount, how many cookies did each person get?






Answer:  	_


® How many rooms do you have in your house? Add 38 to the number of rooms you have in your house. What number did you get?






Answer: - - - - - - -



Count how many books do you have in your bedroom. Round that  number to the nearest ten.






Answer:  	_



@  How many people are in your house right now? Multiply that number by 8.






Answer:  	_
@ 	Complete the bar graph using information from your house.
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@ 	How many pillows do you have in your house?   	_
Subtract that number from 328. What number did you get?  	_


@ 	How many doors do you have in your house?   	_

Add 617 to that number. What number did you get?  	_


@ 	Multiply the number of beds in your house by 10 .  	_
@ Use your foot as a measuring tool, how many "feet" long is your kitchen?



Answer:  	_




@ What is the difference in age  between the oldest person in your house right now  and the youngest?



Answer:  	_




@ Find a 3-digit number on a container in your kitchen. Round that number to the nearest hundred.



Answer:  	_




@ Find a 3-digit number on a container in your laundry room. Round that number to the nearest ten.



Answer:  	_




@ What time is it right now?  What time will it be 3 hours and 15 minutes from right now?



Answer:  	_




@ What is your house number?  	
 
Add 784 to your house number.



Answer:  	_

